CAR RUNNING MARK(s): ______________________________________

COVER MATERIAL (CIRCLE ONE): FIBERGLASS / ALUMINUM / STEEL

A = INSIDE RING TO CENTERLINE OF PIN: ________________________________

B = TOP OF RING TO CENTERLINE OF PIN: .......... ___________ ABOVE OR BELOW

C = PIN DIAMETER (CIRCLE ONE): ___________________ 1/2" 7/8" OTHER: ________

D = WIDTH OF LOOP AT PIN: ______________________________________________

E = NUMBER OF HINGES (CIRCLE ONE): ______________________ 1 or 2

F = DISTANCE BETWEEN HINGES (IF APPLICABLE): __________________________

G = INSIDE OF RING TO INSIDE FACE OF LOCK (IRE ONLY): .......................

H = TOP OF RING TO TOP OF LOCK TAB: ................ ___________ ABOVE OR BELOW

I = STYLE OF LOCK TAB (CIRCLE ONE): ............................................. IRE or ACF

J = WIDTH OF LOCK TAB: ______________________________________________

K = TOP OF RING TO TOP OF ROOF AT CENTERLINE: _______________________

Top View of Different Lock Tab Styles (I)

IRECO (CLAMP) STYLE

ACF STYLE

PULL UP TO REMOVE SLOP WHEN MEASURING "H" (IRECO LOCK SHOWN)